
Curriculum Offer 2018-2019 

Year Group: 4 Term 1  Term 2  Term 3  Term 4  Term 5  Term 6 
Literacy  
Numeracy  
Science Living Things And Their Habitats 

- I can use classification keys to identify and name living things (both plants and animals) 
- I can suggest different ways to group living things (e.g. flowering plants/non flowering plants, vertebrates/invertebrates, 

fish/amphibians/reptiles/birds/mammals, snails/slugs/worms/spiders/insects) 
- I can suggest examples of positive human impact on an environment (e.g. nature reserves/garden ponds) 
- I can suggest examples of negative human impact on an environment (e.g. litter/deforestation) 
- I can explain how environmental changes can pose a danger to living things 

Animals, Including Humans 
- I can identify the main parts of the digestive system (including mouth, tongue, teeth, oesophagus, stomach, small intestine, large 

intestine) 
- I can explain the function of each part of the digestive system 
- I can identify the different types of human teeth and explain how they differ in appearance. 
- I can explain the function of each type of tooth 
- I can explain why the teeth of herbivores and carnivores differ 
- I can suggest ways to keep our teeth healthy 
- I can create simple food chains and identify producers, predators and prey 

States Of Matter 
- I can describe the properties of solids, liquids and gases 
- I can sort materials according to whether they are solids, liquids or gases 
- I can describe what happens to objects when they are heated or cooled (e.g. water, chocolate – avoid causing chemical changes) 
- I know that materials can change state when they are heated or cooled 
- I can measure the temperature at which a material changes state (e.g. when water boils) 
- I can investigate how temperature affects the rate of evaporation 
- I can describe the water cycle 
- I can identify where evaporation and condensation occurs in the water cycle 

Sound 
- I can  suggest different ways to make sounds 
- I know that sounds are related to vibrations (e.g. recognising that a symbol vibrates) 
- I understand that we hear sounds because the vibrations travel through a medium to the ear 
- I know that no sound can be heard in a vacuum 
- I can explain how the size of an object effects the sound it makes (e.g. using different sized saucepan lids) 



- I can investigate how to change the pitch and volume of a sound 
- I know that sounds get fainter as the distance from the source increases 
- I can suggest materials that are effective at providing insulation against sound 

 

Electricity 
- I can identify appliances which use electricity 
- I know the dangers of electricity and can explain how to work with it safely 
- I can construct simple circuits 
- I can name the components in a simple circuit (including cells, wires, bulbs, buzzers, switches) 
- I can draw simple circuits (doesn’t have to use conventional symbols) 
- I know that the circuit needs to be complete in order for the components to work 
- I know that a switch can be used to open and close a circuit, and that this can determine whether the components work or not 
- I can test different materials to determine whether they are conductors or insulators of electricity 
- I know that most metals are good conductors of electricity 

History Key Skills Anglo – Saxons and Scots Vikings Ancient Greece 

Pupils should be taught to 
a. place events, people and 
changes into correct periods of 
time 
b. use dates and vocabulary 
relating to the passing of time, 
including ancient, modern, BC, 
AD, century and decade. 
2. Pupils should be taught: 
a. about characteristic features 
of the periods and societies 
studied, including the ideas, 
beliefs, attitudes and 
experiences of men, women and 
children in the past 
b. about the social, cultural, 
religious and ethnic diversity of 
the societies studied, in Britain 
and the wider world 
c. to identify and describe 
reasons for, and results of, 
historical events, situations, and 
changes in the periods studied 
d. to describe and make links 

How the fall of the Roman 
empire affected the lands in 
England. 
 
Why the Scots invaded from 
Ireland and North England (How 
it was called Scotland) 
 
What were some of the largest 
saxon settlements in England 
called? 
Why were they built here? 
 
What were the differences 
between Saxon settlements and 
Romans? 
 
What was village life like in 
Saxon settlements? 
 
What were the main roles in a 
Saxon village? 
 

I understand the Heptarchy 
 
How the spread of Christianity 
impacted the Vikings. 
 
How the reign of Alfred, 
Athelstan, Cnut and Edward the 
confessor impacted the 
development of the Vikings. 
 
Where did the Vikings settle in 
England? 
 
What would these settlements 
look like? 
 
How did the Vikings travel to 
Britain? 
 
When and why did the Vikings 
leave their homes? 
 
Why did the Vikings invade? 
 

To understand what is meant 
by democracy. 
To understand some of the 
ideas of people living in 
Athens and Sparta. 
 
To be able to place the 
ancient civilization in time.  
To understand that Ancient 
Greece was made up of city 
states. 
 
To look at the main events 
and characters of a key 
battle. 
To know that a battle may be 
interpreted in different ways 
and why this is so. 
 
To be able to deduce 
information about Greek 
beliefs and religious practices 
from pictures of buildings and 
pottery. 



between the main events, 
situations and changes within and 
across the different periods and 
societies studied. 

3. Pupils should be taught to 
recognise that the past is 
represented and interpreted in 
different ways, and to give 
reasons for this. 

4. Pupils should be taught: 
a. how to find out about the 
events, people and changes 
studied from an appropriate 
range of sources of information, 
including ICT-based sources (for 
example, documents, printed 
sources, CD-ROMS, databases, 
pictures and photographs, music, 
artefacts, historic buildings and 
visits to museums, galleries and 
sites) 
b. to ask and answer questions, 
and to select and record 
information relevant to the 
focus of the enquiry. 

6. During the key stage, pupils 
should be taught the knowledge, 
skills and understanding through 
a local history study, three 
British history studies, a 
European history study and a 
world history study. 

7. A study investigating how an 
aspect in the local area has 
changed over a long period of 

What type of art did the Saxons 
create? What type of music did 
they create? What were their 
instruments like? 
 
What were the main religions in 
Saxon villages? 
How did this change? 
Why did people convert to 
Christianity? 
How did Christianity spread? 
What were the main battles in 
Saxon times? 
 
What did the Scots gain through 
their invasions? 
 

Why were their farms connected 
to the village? 
 
What were the main jobs in a 
Viking settlement? 
 
 

 
To learn about the beliefs of 
Ancient Greeks. 
 
To understand aspects of 
Greek Myths and where we 
gain this information. To know 
what a myth is. 
 
Children to make inferences 
about the Olympic Games. 
Children to  know why the 
Olympic Games were 
important to the Ancient 
Greeks. 
 
To be able to understand 
aspects of Greek everyday 
life and the types of work 
done by ordinary Greek 
Citizens. 
 
To discover the links between 
the Greek alphabet and our 
own. 



time, or how the locality was 
affected by a significant national 
or local event or development or 
by the work of a significant 
individual. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Geography G.2.1.1. Name and locate counties, cities and geographical regions of the United Kingdom and recognise their identifying human and 
physical characteristics. 
G.2.2.1. Locate the world's countries, focusing on Europe and North and South America 
G.2.2.2. Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics 
of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circles, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night). 
G.2.3.1. Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts. 
G.2.3.2. Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography including: earthquakes and volcanoes, rivers, mountains and the water 
cycle. 
G.2.4.1. Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types of settlement and land use. 
G.2.5.1. Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the 
United Kingdom. 
G.2.5.2. Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region in a 
European country and a region within North or South America. 
G.2.5.10. Establish an understanding of the interaction between physical and human processes. 
G.2.6.1. Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied. 
G.2.6.2. Use symbols and key (including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider 
world. 
G.2.7.1. Use a range of methods including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.  
G.2.7.2 Use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area. 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Computing Online Safety Programming IT/Multimedia Digital Literacy 

use technology responsibility and 
understand that communication 
online may be seen by others    
    
(I understand that what I say 
or post online might be copied, 
shared and stored by others)    
    
understand where to go for help 
and support when he/she has 
concerns about content or 
contact on the internet and 
other online technologies     
    
(I know what to do if I see 
anything worrying online)   
   

Decompose programs into smaller 
parts. 
( I can break programs up into 
smaller parts)   
  
use logical reasoning to detect 
and correct errors  in algorithms 
and programs 
    
 ( I can use logical reasoning to 
identify and solve bugs in a 
program)  
  

 With support, Select use and 
combine a variety of software, 
systems and content which 
accomplish given goals. 
  
(I can use a combination of 
apps.)  
use other input devices such as 
cameras or sensors     
    
( I can use more complicated 
input devices) 

  
understand what servers are 
and how they provide services 
to a network    
   
( I understand that some 
computers in a network do a 
particular job)   
   
understand how results are 
selected and ranked by 
search engines    
    
(I understand how search 
engines order their results)  

MFL O: Oracy   L: Literacy  IU: Intercultural Understanding   
O4.1 Memorise and present a short spoken text 
O4.2 Listen for specific words and phrases 
O4.3 Listen for sounds, rhyme and rhythm 
O4.4 Ask and answer questions on several topics 
L4.1 Read and understand a range of familiar written phrases 
L4.2 Follow a short familiar text, listening and reading at the same time 
L4.3 Read some familiar words and phrases aloud and pronounce them accurately 
L4.4 Write simple words and phrases using a model and some words from memory 
IU4.1 Learn about festivals and celebrations in different cultures 
IU4.2 Know about some aspects of everyday life and compare them to their own 
IU4.3 Compare traditional stories 
IU4.4 Learn about ways of travelling to the country/countries 

PE 
Through each unit 
children must be 
given the opportunity 
to play competitive 
games, modified 

Gymnastics 
Develop the range of 
actions, body shapes 
and balances they 
include in a 
performance 

Tag Rugby  
Develop the 
understanding of 
how to tag someone 
and familiarise with a 
rugby ball.  

Net Games  i.e. 
tennis, badminton 
Perform the basic 
skills needed for the 
games with control 
and consistency 

Invasion Games 
-Dodgeball 
∙Develop the range 
and consistency of 
their skills in all 
games 

Striking and fielding 
– Cricket 
Use a range of skills 
with increasing 
control 
Strike a ball with 

Athletics 
Run consistently 
and smoothly at 
different speeds 
Demonstrate 
different 



where appropriate 
and apply basic 
principles suitable 
for attacking and 
defending  
 

Perform skills and 
actions more 
accurately and 
consistently 
Create gymnastic 
sequences that meet 
a theme or set of 
conditions 
Use compositional 
devices when 
creating their 
sequences, such as 
changes in speed, 
level and direction 
Describe how the 
body reacts during 
different types of 
activity and how this 
affects the way they 
perform 
Describe their own 
and others’ work, 
making simple 
judgments about the 
quality of 
performances and 
suggesting ways they 
could be improved 
 

Move with the ball 
and into a space, 
work within a team 
and perform skills in 
a race.  
Move with a ball 
confidently, invade 
and opponent, make a 
quick decision and 
score a try.  
Perform your skills in 
competitive 
situation, move into a 
space, move with a 
ball, past a defender 
and support your 
team mates.  
Pass backwards 
consistently, develop 
understanding of a 
game and perform 
the taught skills 
independently in a 
game.  
Work as a team, 
performing your 
skills, develop 
understanding and 
complete game of 
tag rugby with a 
competitive element.  

Keep a game going 
using a range of 
different ways of 
throwing 
Vary the speed and 
direction of the ball 
Play games using a 
racket, getting their 
body into good 
positions, hitting a 
ball fed to them 
accurately, and 
increasingly keeping 
a rally going using a 
small range of shots.  
Choose good places 
to stand when 
receiving, and give 
reasons for their 
choice 
Try to make things 
difficult for their 
opponent by 
directing the ball to 
space, at different 
speeds and heights 
Use the rules and 
keep games going 
without disputes. 
Describe what is 
successful in their 
own and others' play 
Identify aspects of 
their game that need 
improving, and say 
how and where they 
could go about 
improving them 

Devise and use rules 
Keep, adapt and 
make rules for 
striking and fielding 
and net games 
Use and adapt 
tactics in different 
situations 
Recognise which 
activities help their 
speed, strength and 
stamina and know 
when they are 
important in games 
Recognise how 
specific activities 
affect their bodies 
Explain their ideas 
and plans 
Recognise aspects of 
their work which 
need improving 
Suggest practices to 
improve their play 
 

intent and throw it 
more accurately 
when bowling and/or 
fielding 
Intercept and stop 
the ball with 
consistency, and 
sometimes catch the 
ball 
Return the ball 
quickly and 
accurately. 
Choose and use 
batting or throwing 
skills to make the 
game hard for their 
opponents 
Judge how far they 
can run to score 
points 
Choose where to 
stand as a fielder to 
make it hard for the 
batter 
Work well as a team 
to make it hard for 
the batter 
Are familiar with and 
use the rules set, 
and keep games going 
without disputes. 
Know the demands 
that specific 
activities make on 
their bodies 
Know the importance 
of warming up 

combinations of 
jumps, showing 
control, 
coordination and 
consistency 
Throw a range of 
implements into a 
target area with 
consistency and 
accuracy. 
Recognise that 
there are 
different styles 
of running, 
jumping and 
throwing, and that 
they need to 
choose the best 
for a particular 
challenge and type 
of equipment 
Pace their effort 
well in different 
types of event so 
that they can 
keep going 
steadily and 
maintain the 
quality of their 
action.  
Watch and 
describe specific 
aspects of 
running, jumping 
and throwing 
styles 
Suggest, with 
guidance, a target 
for improving 
distance or height 

RE L2.3: Why is Jesus inspiring to some people? 



L2.5 Why are festivals important to religious communities? 
L2.6: Why do some people think that life is a journey? What significant experiences mark this? 
L2.8: What does it mean to be a Hindu in Britain today? 
L2.9 What can we learn from religions about deciding what is right and wrong? 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Music 
Following the Express Music SOW… 

I can play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using my voice and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, 
control and expression 

I can improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music 

I can listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 

I can use and understand staff and other musical notations 

I can appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great 
composers and musicians 

I can develop an understanding of the history of music. 

Art 
Painting using the work 
of real artists as a 
starting point 

Water colours to look at 
mixing, blending and 
tone  

Poster paints mixing 
different colours  

Different size paint 
brushes 

Experiment with 
different effects and 
textures including 
blocking in colour, washes, 

Sculpture inspired by 
real artists past and 
present 

Weaving – textiles  

Plan, design and make a 
line sculpture from 
imagination working 
collaboratively. Use mould 
technique and Use a range 
of tools to create surface 
patterns and textures. 

 

Drawing and using 
Sketch books 

Pencils  

Colouring pencils  

Sketch pencils 

Tracing paper  

Use sketchbooks to 
collect and record visual 
information. Make marks 
and lines with a wide 
range of media showing 
increasing control. Begin 
to draw for a sustained 
period suitable to level. 

Printing 

Roller printing using 
printing ink and printing 
screens  

Extend understanding of 
pattern in Art by creating 
a doodle. Design and 
create a relief tile to 
develop a print with two 
colour overlays. 

,  

 

Digital Media 

For example - Puppet 
show – create puppets 
and record show/ film  

Record and collect 
visual information for 
own use, using digital 
media. Design and 
create models for an 
animated film. 

 



thickened paint. Use of 
specific language for 
colour and explore making 
tertiary colours. Continue 
to develop use of 
different brushes for 
specific purposes. 

 

Become aware of 
different drawing 
techniques and attempt 
to use. Continue to 
explore using a variety of 
media making variations in 
tone and show an 
awareness of objects 
having a third dimension. 
Create textures with a 
wide range of media and 
tools. 

 

DT 
Design 

use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, aimed 
at particular individuals or groups 

generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, 
prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design 

Make 

select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], 
accurately 

select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to 
their functional properties and aesthetic qualities 

Evaluate 

investigate and analyse a range of existing products 

evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others to improve their work 

understand how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped shape the world 

Technical knowledge 

Apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures 

Understand and use mechanical systems in their products [for example, gears, pulleys, cams, levers and linkages] 

Understand and use electrical systems in their products [for example, series circuits incorporating switches, bulbs, buzzers and motors] 



Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their products. 

Cooking and nutrition 

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet 

Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques 

Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed 

Jigsaw/PSHE 
(Including British 
Values) 

Can recognise aggressive and anti-social behaviours and their effects on individuals and communities.  
Can understand that there is great diversity locally and across the world which affects peoples’ choices.  
Can take responsibility for my own behaviour and safety and realise that actions have consequences.  
Can acknowledge that others have different points of view 
Can identify positive ways to face new challenges 
 
Being me in my own world 
I can identify how to make a difference in my attitudes.  
 
Celebrating difference 
I can tell you a time when my first impression of someone changed as I got to know them.  
 
Dreams and goals 
I can identify the difference between a hope and dream and explain what to do when they don’t come true.  
 
Healthy me 
I can recognise when people are putting me under pressure and explain how to overcome these.  
I can identify ways in which I can deal with anxiety 
 
Relationships  
I can explain different points of view on animal rights issue.  
 
Changing me 
I can explain what I am looking forward to when I am in year 5.  
 
 

 


